
Treasury Bills

Following the OMO maturity of ₦230.00bn today, the

Treasury Bills secondary market opened on a bullish

note as market participants exposed their bids across

the curve. This trend persisted for most of the trading

day with demand observed throughout the session.

Consequently, closing rates declined by an average of

8bps from opening levels.

Tomorrow, we expect the market to trade with mixed

sentiments as market participants shift their attention

to the NTB auction scheduled by the DMO. A total of

₦115.28bn is on offer across the standard maturities.

Daily Market 

Update
Tuesday, 22 February 2022...A daily publication of Treasury Unit of Access Bank Plc.

Money Market

System liquidity opened the day with a balance of

₦70bn and was further boosted by the OMO

repayment of ₦230bn to the system. Consequently,

OPR and Overnight rates declined by 600bps and

634bps to close the day at 6.00% and 6.33%,

respectively.

We expect rates to decline further tomorrow as market

participants expect FAAC payment for February 2022.

Money Market Rate Movement

Current Previous %∆

I&E Closing 416.00 416.67 (0.16)

NAFEX 415.62 416.09 (0.11)

FX Rates

NTB Maturity Rate(%) OMO Maturity Rate(%)

10-Mar-22 2.98 01-Mar-22 5.41

09-Jun-22 3.67 16-Aug-22 4.22

11-Aug-22 4.54 04-Oct-22 5.50

13-Oct-22 5.01

Foreign Exchange

The NAFEX appreciated by 47Kobo to close at

$/₦415.62.

The Apex bank intervened by selling to small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and invisibles

transactions, however, demand in the I and E market

remained at high levels compared to the supply. Rates

closed at $/₦416.00, gaining 9Kobo.

We expect the CBN to intervene through sales to FPIs

tomorrow and rates to remain at similar levels.
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Bonds

The FGN Bond market opened the trading day on a

quiet note with demand sustained across the short and

long end of the curve. Bids for the shorter end of the

curve (2025, 2027 and 2028) hovered around 8.50%,

10.20% and 10.40% levels, respectively, whilst the

2042 paper traded circa 12.84% handle. Consequently,

yields declined by an average of 13bps across the

benchmark bonds.

We expect market to trade calmly tomorrow as market

participants focus on the NTB auction.

Current 

(%)

Previous 

(%)
%∆

12.75 27-APR-2023 6.62 6.64 (0.30)

13.53 23-MAR-2025 8.92 8.50 4.71

16.2884 17-MAR-2027 10.46 10.80 (0.34)

13.98 23-FEB-2028 10.68 11.10 (3.78)

12.40 18-MAR-2036 12.68 12.51 1.36

16.2499 18-APR-2037 12.70 12.70 0.00

12.98 27-MAR-2050 12.95 12.95 0.00

FGN Bond Yields

Global 

Currencies

LIBOR Commodities

CCY Rate Tenor Rate (%) Comm. Price ($)

GBP/USD 1.3595 1M 0.16200 WTI 93.11

EUR/USD 1.1344 3M 0.46386 BRENT 97.03

USD/JPY 114.99 6M 0.75829 GOLD 1,902.02

USD/CHF 0.9209 12M 1.25771 SILVER 24.24

Global Currency, Fixings and CommoditiesMonetary Policy 

Auction Results 

Eurobonds

Key Indicator Current Previous

Monetary Policy Rate (%) 11.50 11.50

Inflation y/y (%) 15.60 15.63

Foreign Reserves (Gross $’Bn ) 39.79 39.78

USD LIBOR Movement

FGN BOND AUCTION – February 16, 2022 OMO AUCTION – February  17, 2022

Tenor/Maturity 10-year 20-year 96-day 187-day 362-day

Offer / Subscription (₦’Bn) 75/325.40 75/232.32 10/36.30 10/56.70 40/293.69

Total Allotment (₦’Bn) 103.47 193.92 10 10 40

Stop Rate(%) 10.95 13.00 7.00 8.50 10.10
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Security Yield Bid (%) Yield Offer (%) Price Bid Price Offer

ACCESS 6.125% 2026 6.75 6.52 97.538 98.458

ACCESS 9.125% PERP 10.31 9.99 95.638 96.755

ECOBANK 9.5% 2024 5.79 5.28 107.380 108.453

UBA 6.75% 2026 6.80 6.59 99.756 100.609

GHANA 7.625% MAY 2029 14.11 13.76 73.783 74.937

NIGERIA 7.875% 2032 8.77 8.612 94.107 95.127



GERMANY FREEZES PIPELINE PROJECT AS WEST REACTS TO RUSSIAN

MOVES IN UKRAINE
Germany put a new gas pipeline on ice and Britain hit Russian banks with sanctions on Tuesday, as

the West responded to Moscow's recognition of two separatist regions in Ukraine and a speech by

President Vladimir Putin suggesting more belligerent aims. Putin said the territory Russia had

recognised as independent covered the entire Donetsk and Luhansk regions, not merely the parts

currently controlled by the separatists - a move that appeared to increase the likelihood of conflict.

Russia's parliament approved treaties with the two regions in Ukraine's east, a day after Putin said he

was recognising the independence of the two enclaves, which adjoin Russia and have been controlled

by Russian-backed fighters since 2014.He also signed a decree on deploying Russian forces there,

and on Tuesday Russia's upper house of parliament formally granted his request to use troops abroad

with immediate effect. A deputy defence minister asked the chamber to deploy troops in Donbass - an

umbrella term for the two regions.

Disclaimer - This report is based on information obtained from various sources believed to be reliable and no representation is made that it is accurate or complete. Therefore, all rates shown here are
mark to market rates being published for guidance purposes only. Reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document. Access Bank Plc shall not accept responsibility or liability for errors of fact, or
any opinion expressed herein. This document is for information purposes and private circulation only and may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose without prior
written consent of Access Bank Plc.

Sources: FMDQ, Access Bank Treasury Team, Bloomberg, Reuters, Punch, CBN

FUEL SUBSIDY: LABOUR FUMES AS IMF WARNS FG AGAINST FRESH

BORROWINGS
Following the Federal Government’s plan to extend the fuel subsidy regime by 18 months, the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) has said Nigeria will likely depend on overdrafts from the Central

Bank of Nigeria (CBN) to fund its proposed N2.55trn petrol subsidy bill. The IMF said this in its

‘Nigeria: Selected Issues Paper’ report, which was prepared by a staff team of the Fund as

background documentation for its periodic consultation with Nigeria. According to the report, fuel

subsidy negatively affects the country’s fiscal position, increasing fiscal deficit.

The Washington-based lender said, “Implicit fuel subsidies have a significant negative impact on

Nigeria’s fiscal position, which is estimated to increase the overall fiscal deficit by around one

percentage point of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2021. “Despite much higher oil prices, the

general government fiscal deficit is projected to be significantly worse at 6.3 per cent of the GDP,

compared to 4.7 per cent of GDP in the 2020 Article IV staff report, mainly reflecting the reemergence

of implicit fuel subsidies and higher spending in the supplementary budget for security and vaccine

costs.”
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